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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2014 No. 1814

The Channel Tunnel (International
Arrangements) (Amendment) Order 2014

Amendment of the Channel Tunnel (International Arrangements) Order 1993

2.—(1)  Schedule 4 to the Channel Tunnel (International Arrangements) Order 1993(1)
(enactments modified) is amended as follows.

(2)  In paragraph 1(9) (modification of section 27 of the Immigration Act 1971 (offences by
persons connected with ships etc.)(2))—

(a) for paragraph (c)(i) substitute–
“(i) for the words “as a person” to “port” substitute “as an occupier or person

concerned with the management of a terminal control point or of an international
station”,” and

(b) after paragraph (c)(ii) insert–
“; and

(d) in paragraph (ca) for the words “as a person” to “port” substitute “as an occupier
or person concerned with the management of a terminal control point or of an
international station”.”.

(3)  For paragraph 1(11)(g) (modification of paragraph 5 of Schedule 2 to the Immigration Act
1971))(information and documents) substitute—

“(g)   in paragraph 5—
(i) in sub-paragraph (a) for the words “passengers disembarking” to “such passengers”

substitute “persons arriving in or leaving or seeking to arrive in or leave the United
Kingdom through the tunnel system, or any class of such persons”,

(ii) in sub-paragraph (b) for the words “passengers embarking” to “such passengers”
substitute “persons leaving or seeking to leave the United Kingdom through the
tunnel system, or any class of such persons”, and

(iii) for the words “the owners or agents of ships and aircraft to supply such cards to
those passengers” substitute “persons operating international services to supply
such cards to those persons”.”.

(4)  In paragraph 1(11) (modification of paragraph 5B of Schedule 2 to the Immigration Act
1971)(3)), after sub-paragraph (g) insert—

“(ga)   in paragraph 5B–

(1) S.I. 1993/1813. Relevant amending instruments are S.I. 1994/1405, S.I. 2000/913, S.I. 2000/1775, S.I. 2001/1544, S.I.
2001/3707 and S.I. 2007/3579.

(2) 1971 c. 77. Section 27(c) was partly repealed by the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006 (c. 13), Schedule 3,
paragraph 1.

(3) Paragraph 5B of Schedule 2 to the 1971 Act was inserted by paragraph 6 of Schedule 8 to the Immigration Act 2014 (c. 22).
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(i) in sub-paragraph (1)(a) for the words “an owner or agent of a ship or aircraft”
substitute “a person operating, or a person acting as agent of a person operating,
an international service”, and

(ii) in sub-paragraph (1)(b) for the words “a person concerned in the management of a
port” substitute “an occupier of, or a person concerned with the management of a
terminal control point or of an international station”, and

(iii) in sub-paragraph (2)(a) for the words “the port” substitute “the terminal control
point or the international station”.”.
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